
SMART 
PACKAGING
For patient compliances and data collection 

Digital packaging technologies that improve adherence to treatment
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Is treatment adherence important 
for your company?

SmartCover, a secondary packaging solution
that doesn’t affect your  primary packaging,
thus swiftly can be adapted for clinical trial
products and even products on the market. 

SmartCover is an intelligent compliances
manager; helping patients to remember
taking their medication and helping clinical
trial managers  and doctors to monitor patient
compliances.   

Remote system able to monitor and 
help patients to remember the of take
their medicines and reporting to your
company. Furthermore, you will be able   to
instant-track patient’s treatment and early
detect any problem / irregularity that should
be solved. 

SmartCover gives you remote trustworthy
data. Therefore, important decisions can be
taken, as should the medical treatment be
continued or changed?

SmartCover is inexpensive, easy to implement,
simple to use, providing the data and security
you need be in clinical trials or for medication
that requires stringent patient compliances.

1/ USB mode 2/ BLUETOOTH mode
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Operating Modes | How it works?
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SMART COVER An Overcap 
Specially Conceived 
to Simplify Medical 

Treatments

AUGMENTED
ADHERENCE

INCREASE
COMPLIANCE

BETTER 
PATIENT

DATA

Available on:
- 85 ml.
- 125 ml.
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Specially designed for CTO’s, CRO’s 
and pharmaceutical companies. 
SmartCover works with or without smartphone 
and offers a versatile option for CRO’s and CTO’s 
to use it according to the patient’s characteristics. 
SmartCover ergonomic design is to ease open and 
closing of the bottle by reducing the strength needed, 
essential for patients with reduced capabilities. 

1/

3/
2/

Register the bottle 
opening and closing.

Keep the records in 
non-volatile memory 
(EEPROM).

THIS DEVICE HAS 
THE ABILITY TO:

4/

Transmit the data via 
micro-USB connection 
to any laptop/desktop 
device.

Transmit the data via 
Bluetooth (optional).

40 mm

70 mm

COVERSMART
WHAT IS IT?

FOR WHO?

2/ BLUETOOTH mode

SmartCover is an electronic monitoring system to be 
used with a tablet or capsule container (bottle, flask) 
that compiles the dosing histories of patients prescribed 
with oral medications.

Do you consider your product development too long? 
SmartCover can shortens the timeline for new projects. 
Also, with SmartCover, data is automatically generated. 

SmartCover battery can have autonomy for 12-24 months, 
making this an optimum choice for long-term trials and 
market products. There is also a chargeable option 
available. 

This overcap complies with the standards demanded for 
the data protection rules.

Clinical trials: remote monitoring can improve patient 
outcome and reduce costs. 

The  first of 
our Smart 
Packaging 

Family
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HEADQUARTERS
Zona industrial - Casal da Espinheira, lote 10
2590-057 Sobral de Monte Agraço Portugal
Phone: +351 261 940 100
Fax: + 351 261 943 175 

OFFICE
Rua Retiro dos Pacatos nº50, 
Edifício Startup, sala 11
2635-224 Rio de Mouro, Portugal
Phone: +351 214 653 260

CONTACT US!
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THE FUTURE 
IS NOW. 
ARE YOU 
READY?
www.beyondevices.eu
or beyondevices@beyondevices.eu

WE ADAPT 
THE COVER 
TO YOUR 
PACKAGING

V
r.0
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